
The consequences of  the British voters’ decision to leave 
the European Union and the future relationship between 
the UK and the EU remain uncertain. We believe it is 
essential to look beyond the present turmoil and to address 
how concerns of  both the UK and the EU can be accom-
modated for in order to successfully move forward.

Therefore, within the framework of  a continuing seminar 
series, we intend to discuss the challenges and opportunities 
that lie ahead with the ambition to generate a constructive 
dialogue.
   Each seminar will be followed by a question and answer 
session and a drinks reception. Welcome!

The Stockholm School of Economics and Vinge law firm 
hereby invites you to the third seminar in the series 
Britain and Europe – a constructive way forward

Speakers

Moderator Erik Lagerlöf

Adjunct Professor Erik Lagerlöf has been 
involved with EU law as an academic, practitioner and 
EU civil servant for over 10 years. With an academic 
background from Cambridge University, EUI and 
Harvard Law School, Professor Lagerlöf  is also a bar-
rister and he has worked as legal secretary to both the 
Swedish and British judge at the European Court of  
Justice. He is currently a senior associate at Vinge law 
firm and Adjunct Professor of  law at the Stockholm 
School of  Economics as well as a Visiting Fellow at St 
Edmund’s College (Cambridge University). Professor 
Lagerlöf  publishes and advises on Brexit related issues.

Discussant

Asymmetrical Brexit – can the UK 
keep EU law without the EU
Mr Philip Moser QC Mr Philip Moser QC is 
a leading English barrister who has worked with 
EU law for over 20 years. His practice deals with 
all aspects of  domestic and international trade law, 
including the intersection of  domestic and EU law, 
now encompassing the implications of  Brexit. He 
regularly handles cases in the UK appellate courts and 
at the CJEU. A former supervisor in EU Law at 
Robinson College, Cambridge, Mr Moser also edits 
the European Advocate and regularly publishes on 
issues of  EU law.

Negotiating Brexit – the legal 
landscape – a view from Brussels
Mr Alastair Sutton has been immersed in EU 
Law for nearly 40 years, as an EU official and as a 
practitioner. His practice is primarily advisory and cov-
ers a broad spectrum of  EU law issues, in particular 
the internal and external law of  the Single Market. 
Mr Sutton was the legal advisor to the Commission 
Vice President responsible for the launch of  the Single 
Market project between 1985 and 1990 and his legal 
practice over the last 20 years has reflected this experi-
ence. Mr Sutton has also negotiated multilateral and 
bilateral trade agreements and he has advised a number 
of  governments on EU law related issues. 
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At Advokatfirman Vinge   
Chikanen, 5th floor, Smålandsgatan 20, Stockholm.

Please register here, 
before 23 November: 

Registration

Invitation

http://www.anpdm.com/public/run-form.aspx?Id=4442594674464A5A4A7940&EventId=41455A4677464B5E4A7840

